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A POLYNOMIALAPPROACH TO FAST ALGORITHMS
FOR DISCRETE FOURIER-COSINE
AND FOURIER-SINE TRANSFORMS
G. STEIDL AND M. TASCHE
Abstract.
The discrete Fourier-cosine transform (cos-DFT), the discrete
Fourier-sine transform (sin-DFT) and the discrete cosine transform (DCT) are
closely related to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of real-valued sequences.
This paper describes a general method for constructing fast algorithms for the
cos-DFT, the sin-DFT and the DCT, which is based on polynomial arithmetic
with Chebyshev polynomials and on the Chinese Remainder Theorem.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we use standard notation. By N, Z, R and C, we denote
the set of positive integers, the ring of integers, the field of reals and the field
of complex numbers. For two polynomials X, Y we let X mod Y signify the
remainder of X divided by Y .
One of the most important tools in numerical analysis and digital signal
processing is the fast Fourier transform (FFT), which efficiently computes the
discrete Fourier transform of length N (DFT(tV)), a mapping of a sequence
x = (x0, ... , xN_x) GCN to its spectrum x = (x0, ... , xN_,) G CN defined by
N-\

xk := Y xjwn '

wn := exp(-27tz'/A0.

1=0

Using polynomial

arithmetic,

the formulation

of many FFT-algorithms

can be

greatly simplified and their derivation seems more natural [1, 3, 10, 16]. Further, the polynomial notation can be utilized for considerations of the compu-

tational complexity of FFT's [6, 17].
In order to introduce a polynomial representation of the DFT, we represent
the input sequence x G C of the DFT(yV) as the polynomial
N-\

X(z):=YxjzJ

'

7=0
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Figure 1
Factorization tree of zN - 1 vw'í/zN = 2r (r > 3)

Then we have x¿. = A^u;^) (& = O, ... , N - 1), i.e.,

(1.1)
Since

xk = X(z) mod(z

w>
N-\

-i =no

(rc= o,...,iV-i;
k\

k=0

we get a fast algorithm for the DVY(N) by the Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT) [10, pp. 26-27], if we split X(z)mod(z - 1) stepwise into equivalent
simultaneous remainders, using the successive factorization of z -1, such that
we ultimately obtain the desired simultaneous remainders (1.1). We illustrate

this by the radix-2 FFT of Cooley and Tukey (see [1]).
Let N = 2 (r g N). Then z - 1 can be decomposed successively as
in Figure 1. This factorization is the foundation of the radix-2 FFT, which
calculates the DFT(A^) by the recursive reduction of the input polynomial X(z)
modulo the factors of z - 1 in Figure 1. The rth step of this reduction
procedure yields the spectrum x G C .
Taking into account that most DFT's are taken on real data, many fast algorithms for real DFT's were published in recent years. These algorithms exploit
directly the symmetries of the real DFT [14] or use transforms, which map a
real-valued sequence to a real-valued spectrum as the discrete Hartley transform

[13], the DCT, the cos-DFT and the sin-DFT [15]. Although the advantage of
the polynomial arithmetic for the FFT is well known, there does not exist a
convenient polynomial approach to the DCT, the cos-DFT and the sin-DFT up
to now. This indeed is the task of our paper. Using Chebyshev polynomials, we
define the DCT, the cos-DFT and the sin-DFT on a polynomial basis. We show
that this representation leads to the descriptive derivation of fast algorithms for
these transforms.
Section 2, where useful properties of Chebyshev polynomials are collected,
has preliminary character. In §3, we suggest a new recursive algorithm for the
DCT(2r), which works with the same number of real operations as the bestknown fast DCT's [7, 8, 15]. Introducing the cos-DFT and the sin-DFT, as well
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as their reduced versions, we apply the polynomial arithmetic to decompose
the reduced cos-DFT (reduced sin-DFT) of a length N divisible by 4 into a

DCT(A74) and a reduced cos-DFT (reduced sin-DFT) of length N/2 in §5
(cf. [15]). Our fast algorithms can be used to compute the DFT(2f) for realand complex-valued sequences with the same computational complexity as the

split-radix algorithm [3].
Although §§3 and 5 contain mainly the special case of fast algorithms for
transforms of radix-2 length, the polynomial approach to fast algorithms for
the DCT, the cos-DFT, and the sin-DFT of arbitrary highly factorizable lengths

will be clear. We illustrate this idea by a fast DCT(3Ai)-algorithm. Up to
now, there do not exist fast algorithms for DCT's of such lengths. Note that,
especially, the DCT has found wide applications in data compression and digital
filtering.
2. Chebyshev

polynomials

The polynomial approach to fast DCT's, cos-DFT's, and sin-DFT's is mainly
based on known properties of Chebyshev polynomials, which we now summarize.
The Chebyshev polynomials of first and second kind can be defined recursively

by
r0(z):=l,

T{(z):=z,

Tn(z):=2zTn_l(z)-Tn_2(z)

Tn = T_n

(« = 2,3,...),

(iieZ),

and by
U0(z):=l,

Ul(z):=2z,

Un(z):=2zUn_x(z)-Un_2(z)

(« = 2,3,...),

U„ = - U_n_2
(n G Z),
respectively [11, pp. 11-12]. From this it follows that
(2.1)
(2.2)

Tn(z) = cos(« arceos z)
Un(z) = (\ -z2)"1/2sin((«+

(|z|<1;«gZ),

1)arceosz)

(|z|<1;«gZ),

and then
n-\

(2.3)

Tn(z) = 2"~lY[(z-cos(7t(2k+l)/2n))

(«GN),

k=0
n

(2.4)

c/!(z) = 2"n(z-cos(7rÂ:/(«+

1)))

(«gN).

k= \

We have [11, p. 24; 12, p. 5]
m—1

(2-5) Tmn= TJTn) = 2'"-' n (Tn - cos(n(2k + I)/2m))
k=0
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More generally, setting y := « arceos z (\z\ < 1) in
m-\

cos my - cosa = 2m~ ]^J (cosy - cos((a + 2nk)/m))
k=o

(mGN;aG

[5, p. 48], we obtain that
m-l

,m-l

2.6) 7mn-cosQ = 2m

Y\_iT„ -cos((a + 2nk)/m))

(m,nGN;aG

k=0

Differentiation of (2.5) yields

(2 7)

Umn_x = Um_x{Tn)Un_x
m_1

= 2m-i ]-J(7'n_cos(Äfc/wi))t/n_i

(m,„€N).

Furthermore, we shall use the properties [11, p. 24]
(2-8)

(2.9)
(2-10)

TmTn = (Tn_m + Tn+m)/2,

TJz)Tn(z) + (1 - z2)c/m_,(z)f7„_1(z) = ^.Jr),
Un^Jm + TnUm_, = Un+m_{.

As in [4], we define the polynomials Wn (n G N) by
Wx(z) := z - 2,
L«/2J

Wn(z):= J]

W2(z):=z

+ 2,

(z _(«,;+«,/))

L«/2J

(z-2cos(2ttâ:/«))

(« = 3,4,...),

k=\

(k,n)=\

where |_«/2J := max{/: G Z : /: < «/2} and where (k, n) signifies the greatest
common divisor of k and «. For further properties of Wn, especially the
connection of Wn with Chebyshev polynomials, see [4], Finally, let
m

(2.11)

Vm+l(z):= J] Wd(2z)= 2m+iY[(z - co$(2nk/n))
d\n

k=0

with m = L«/2J . If « G N is even, then we have by (2.4) and (2.11) that
(2.12)

Fw+1(z) = 4(z2-l)L/m_,(z).
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3. Discrete

cosine transform

The discrete cosine transform of length N (DCT(tV)) is defined by the following mapping between x = (x0, ... , xN_,) G K and \ = (x0, ... , xN_{) G
N-\

(3.1)

xk:=^2xjCos(7i(2k+l)j/2N)

(k = 0, ... , N - 1).

7=0

Note that our version of the DCT(tV) is similar to the inverse DCT in [7, 9,

15].
In order to introduce a polynomial notation for the DCT, we represent the
N-point sequence x G M as the polynomial
AT-1

r.7.
X-=EXJTJ
7

(3.2)

7=0

Then, by (2.1), we have that (3.1) can be replaced by xk = X(cos(n(2k+l)/2N))

(k = 0,...,N-l),i.e.,
(3.3)

xk = X(z) mod(z - cos(n(2k + \)/2N))

(k = 0, ... , N- I).

By (2.3) and by the CRT, we obtain a fast decimation in frequency algorithm
for the DCT, if we split X mod TN stepwise into the desired simultaneous
remainders (3.3) by using polynomial factorizations of TN .
In the following, let N = 2r (r g N). In this case, we get a successive
factorization of TN by applying the following

Lemma. Let s G N (s > 1), and let a G N be an odd integer with the bit
representation
a = (as_¡, ... ,«,,

l)2:=2s~las_l

+ ■■■+ 2a, + 1

(a, g{0,

1}).

By ©, we denote the addition modulo 2. Then, for any n G N, there holds
(3.4)

T2n - cos(na/2s)

T2n - cos(na/2s)

= 2(Tn + cos(na/2s+l))(Tn
- cos(na/2s+])),
i
= 2\\(Tn - cos(n(j, j © as_x, ... ,j®ax,
l)2/2i+1)).
7=0

Proof. Setting m := 2 and a := na/2s in (2.6), we get (3.4). The rest of the
assertion follows from
cos(na/2s+

) = - cos(7t(2i+ - a)/2s+ )

= - cos(^(2' + 25~'(1 - a,_,) + ■• • + 2(1 - a,) + l)/2i+1)
= -cos(7t(1,

1 -a *s-l.*, ... , I-a.,

l)2/2i+1)

= -cos(tt(1,

2,-I
l®a_.,...,\®a.,

l)2/2i+1).
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Figure 2
Factorization tree of TN with N = 2r (r > 4), where a G N at

the sth step signifies TN,V - cos(na/2s+l)
The above lemma yields the following recursive factorization of TN = TN
cos(n/2):
1. T„ = 2TmT{l> with
TU^:=TN¡2-(-\)J'y/2/2
"(7,)

2Tu"0)Tu"l]
'Y'iJ\

- Ji> ._

for 7, =0, 1 with

T-1

l);2cos(7r(7,,l)2/8)

N/4

r. Tu>.j'-<]

T(7,.1,)

._

(j, =0,1).

= 2TU<.jr->^TUi.>'-",)

for 7,, ... ,7,_, =0, 1 with

r, -(-\)Jrcos(n(jr_],jr_[®jr_2,...

= r, -cos(7r(7r,yreyr_,,...

(72 = 0,1).

,;r_,e---e;1,

,;,.©■■■©;,,

i)2/2/v)

i)2/2/v)

(jr = o, l).

The nh step contains the linear factors rly'.Jr
of 7^.
Figure 2
describes the decomposition of TN by the so-called transform factors
cos(7t(7ç, js © js_{, ... , js © • • • ©7,,

1)2/2i+1 ).

For a given input sequence x G E , we consider the polynomial X introduced in (3.2). By the CRT, we have for every s = 1, ... , r that .Ymod7\
is uniquely determined by its residues XmodTiJ'.JThis leads to the following recursive DCT(Ar)-algorithm:

1. Calculate AmodrU|)

(3.5)

for 7=0,1.

T

=1T

1 N/2+j

L1Np.i]

Observing that by (2.8)
T - T

1 N/2-j

we obtain
N/2-i

XU,)._ y

(jx, ... , js = 0, 1).

x^T=XmodT°']

7=0
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with
Xj

.-

x, + (-l)J'xN/2V2/2
/V/21

for 7 = 0,

<j - xN_j + (-l)J'xN/2+JV2

for j = 1,...,

tV/2 - 1.

2. Calculate Xu,)modTUt'Ji) for 7,,72 = 0, 1. Using (3.5), with N/4
instead of N/2, we get
V/2-1

X Ux.U) := Y

xjJ>'J*)Tj= X(J>,modT4JiJi)

7=0

with

f 4A) + (-l);i^;ico8(»t/i.
,(71.7,)

Xj'] - xm-j

r. Calculate XUl.J'~'}
the final result

l)2/8) for 7 = 0,

+ i-l)J2x{¿}lJ2cos(n(jl,

modTu,'-'Jr)

l)2/8)
for7 = l,...,7V/4-l.

for j\ ,... , jr = 0, 1. This yields

xUl..-.Jr):=xUl,....J,) = xU..Á-,)modr(A.-.Á)
with
x,(7......Á) ..

M.>Jr-l)
Xp

+ (-l)J'xjrJj\.-Jr-l)

cos(n(jr_l,jr_l®jr_2,

7,,l)2/2iV).

... ,jr_

x,, for
By (3.3) and by the decomposition of TN , we see that x0U"-'J'] =- ^k
the index k with

(3.6)

k = Ur,jr®jr_i,

..., V

'7,)2-

-©-

Figure 3
Flow graph for the DCT(8) with a := v/2/2, ß} := cos(nj/S)
and yi '■=cos(nj/l6)
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This describes the permutation of the output values. The (j{, ... , jr )2th component of our output sequence is xk with k as in (3.6). Figure 3 shows the

flow graph of the DCT(8).
Simple considerations yield the computational complexity of our DCTalgorithm. The 5th step of the algorithm requires 2S~ (N/2S) real multiplications and 25~1(37V/2Î- 1) real additions. Thus, our DCT(N)-algorithm with
N = 2r (r G N) works with a total of
r

(3.7)

MN = Y^\N/2S)

= (N/2)r

real multiplications and
r

(3.8)

AN=Y,2S-\3N/2S

- 1) = (yV/2)(3r- 2) + 1

5=1

real additions. Hence, our polynomial algorithm has the same computational
complexity as the best-known DCT-algorithms [7, 8, 15].

4. Cos-DFT and sin-DFT
The image xiec"
G CN of
of the DFT(N) of a real-valued sequence x G KA can

be obtained by
N-\

i4A)

xc k:=YxjC0Si2nkJ/N)

(k = 0,...,N-\),

7=0
N-\

(4-2)

xs<k:=Yxjsini27ikj/N)

(k = 0, ... , N - 1),

7=0

and by
xk = xc,k ~ ixs,k

(k = 0, ... , N - I).

The mappings defined by (4.1) and (4.2) are called the discrete Fourier-cosine
transform of length N (cos-DFT(AO) and the discrete Fourier-sine transform of
length N (sin-DFT(AO), respectively. In this section, we present a polynomial
approach to the cos-DFT and the sin-DFT, which suggests fast algorithms for
both transforms.

Let M := [N/2\ . By
cos(2nk(N - j)/N) = cos(2nkj/N)

(j,keZ),

(4.1) can be rewritten as
M

(4.3)

ck:=xck=xcN_k

= YcjCOs(2nkj/N)

(k = 0,...,M)

7=0

with
,

for 7 = 0 and 7 = A/if 2|/V,

.= { *7

'

\Xj

+ XN_j

otherwise
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We call (4.3) the reduced cos-DFJ(N) . Similarly, by

sin(2nk(N - j)/N) = - sm(2nkj/N)

(j,keZ),

it follows from (4.2) that
M

(4.4)

sk:=xs k = -xsN_k = Ysjsini27tkJ/N)

(k = l,...,M)

7=1

with

fO
Sj-.c=\
1
\ Xj - xN_j

for7 = A/if2|/V,

.

.
otherwise

(7 = 1, ... , M).

Then (4.4) is said to be the reduced sin-DFT(Ar). Hence we can calculate the

cos-DFT(TV) (sin-DFT(TV)) by [tV/2] - 1 additions and by the reduced cos-

DFT(A/~)(sin-DFT(TV)). Here, \N/2] := min{k G Z : k > N/2}. In the
following, we deal with these reduced transforms.
In order to introduce a polynomial notation of the reduced cos-DFT, we
represent the input sequence c = (c0, ... , cM) GR + as the polynomial
M
7=0

Then we have by (2.1) that ck = C(cos(2nk/N))
(4.5)

ck = C(z) mod(z - cos(27rrí/W))

(k = 0, ... , M), i.e.,
(k = 0,...,M).

By (2.11), we obtain a fast algorithm for the reduced cos-DFT(iV) if we split
C mod VM+[ stepwise into equivalent simultaneous remainders by using successive factorization of VM+[ together with the CRT, such that we get (4.5) in the
last step.
Analogously, we represent the input sequence s = (s{, ... , sM) G RM of the
reduced sin-DFT as the polynomial
M

(4.6)

$ :=£*;

tf,-i-

7= 1

Then we see by (2.2) that (4.4) can be expressed as

sk = sin(2nk/N)S(cos(27tk/N))

(k=l,...,M),

i.e.,
(4.7)

sk = sin(27Trc/7V)S(z) mod(z - cos(2nk/N))

(k = \,...,M).

It follows from (2.11 ) and from the CRT that we can deduce a fast sin-DFT(N)
if we reduce S(z) mod(VM+l(z)/2(z - 1)) successively into equivalent simultaneous residues by applying polynomial factorizations of VM ,(z)/2(z - 1),
such that we ultimately obtain (4.7).

For even TVg N, (4.6) and (4.7) can be simplified to
M-\

(4.8)

S=ESJUJ-1>
7=1
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(4.9) sk = sin(2nk/N)S(z)

mod(z - cos(2nk/N))

(k = \, ... , M - \),

since sM = 0. By (2.4), we get a fast algorithm for the reduced sin-DFT(iV)
with even N G N by splitting S mod UM_] stepwise, such that we obtain (4.9)

in the end.
5. Fast algorithms

for reduced

cos-DFT and sin-DFT

In this section, we assume N g N divisible by 4. Set M := N/2. Based on
the factorization
(*•')

"M-l

= ^V^MIl)^Mß-\

— 2TM/2UM/2_l

,

which follows immediately from (2.7), we show that the reduced cos-DFT can be
decomposed into the reduced cos-DFT(Af/2) and the DCT(tV/4) . The reduced
sin-DFT can be handled analogously. This verifies a result in [15] from the
polynomial point of view.

By (2.12), (5.1), and by the CRT, Cmod VM+[is completely determined by
its residues Cmod TM/2 and CmodVM/2+] . First we evaluate Cmod TM/2 by
polynomial reductions. By T- = -TM_¡ mod TM/2 (j = 0, ... , M/2 - 1), we
verify that
A//2-1

(5.2)

C(1):= Y

cj)Tj = CmodTM/2

7=0

with ¿P :=cj-cM_j

(7 = 0, ..., A//2-1).

Sinceby (2.12), (5.1) and (2.3),

è2k+\ = iic modVM+\)modTM/2) mod(r, - cos(2^(2ri + 1)/tV))
= C(1) mod^,

-cos(7r(2¿; + \)/M))

(k = 0,...

,M/2-

1),

the output values with odd indices of the reduced cos-DFT(Ar) can be calculated

by M/2 additions and by the DCT(M/2) given by (5.2).
On the other hand, by (2.9), we have T- = T^^ mod VM,2+i Ür.= 0, ... ,
M/2 - 1), so that Cmod VM,2+\ IS obtained by
M/2

(5.3)

C(2):=£c<2)r,

= Cmod^/2+1

7=0

with cf} := Cj + cM_j (7 = 0,...,

M/2 - 1), cM]/2:= cMj2. Then we have by

(2.12), (5.1), and (2.4) that
c2k = ((C mod VM+l) modK^^,)
= C{2) mod(T{ - cos(2nk/M))

mod(r, - cos(2n(2k)/N))
(k = 0, ... , M/2).

Hence, we get the output values with even indices of the reduced cos-DFT(A/)

by M/2 additions and by the reduced cos-DFT(tV/) determined in (5.3).
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Turning to the reduced sin-DFT, we take a similar approach. By (5.1) and
by the CRT, S mod UM_, is completely determined by its residues S mod TM/2
and S mod UM,2_, . Considering that, by (2.10), [/_, = UM_j_xmodTM,2
(j = 1, ... , M/2), we find that 5 mod TM/2 is given by
M/2

S{i)-=YSJ)U^=Sm0dTM/2
7=1

with s{jl) := Sj + sM_j (j = 1, ... , M/2 - 1), sM]/2:= sM/2. Instead of 5(1!
we consider
M/2-l

(5.4)

5(":= 2 4"r;.
7=0

with s{}]:= s(M]l2_j(7 = 0,...,

M/2 - 1). Then from

sin(27T(2A:
+ \)/N)Uj_x(cos(n(2k + 1)/M)) = sin(2^(2Ä:+ \)j/N)
= (-\)kco%(2Tt(2k+\)(MI2-j)IN)

= (-l)kTM/2_J(cos(n(2k + l)/M))

one verifies that

s2k+i = sin(2rt(2/c+ \)/N)((Smod

i7M_1)modrA//2)

mod(r, -cos(2^(2ri+
= sin(2?r(2rx + \)/N)S{U mod(Tl -cos(n(2k+

= (-l)A5<"mod(ri

-cos(7i(2ri + \)/M))

1)/tV)

1)/M))

(k = 0,...,

M/2-

1).

Consequently, we obtain the output values with odd indices of the reduced

sin-DFT(A0 by M/2 - 1 additions and by the DCT(M/2) given by (5.4),
where we have to change the sign of the output values with indices congruent 3
modulo 4.
Next, by (2.10), we have £/._, = -UM_j_l mod UMjl_x (j = \, ... , M/21). Using this property, we form
M/2- 1

(5.5)

S{2):= Y *?V.=5modtV/2-i
/=i
(2)

with S: := Sj - sXi_j (7 = 1,...,

s2k = sin(27i(2k)/N)((Smod
= sin(2?r/:/M)S(2)mod(ri

M/2 - 1). Now we conclude from

UM_X)mod UM/2_x)mod(T{ - co$(2n(2k)/N))
- cos(27Tri/M))

(k = 1,...

, M/2-

1),

that the output values with even indices of the reduced sin-DFT(Ar) can be
evaluated by M/2 - 1 additions and by the reduced sin-DFT(M) determined
in (5.5).
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COS-DFT(/V)

j [N/2-1]
reduced cos-DFT(/V)

[ N/4]^^\^[

N/4]

DCT(A//4)

reduced cos-DFT(A//2)

reduced cos-DFT(4«)

DCT(u)

reduced cos-DFT(2h)

Figure 4
Recursive computation of the cos-DFT'(tV) with N = 2ru (r >
2 ; u odd) ([■] signifies the number of additions per step)

Let N = 2r (r > 2).

Then we can use the above reduction successively

for the reduced cos-DFT(25) (reduced sin-DFT(2i)) with s = r, ... ,2. This
results in the computation of the cos-DFT(yV) (sin-DFT(YV)) using only DCT's
and some additions. See Figure 4 with u := 1.
The numbers MCNand M^ of real multiplications and the numbers ACN
and ASNof real additions to perform the cos-DFT(A^) and the sin-DFT(TV),
respectively, follow directly from Figure 4, (3.7) and (3.8). For N = 2r (r>2),
one obtains
r-2

K = K = J2Mr = W4)(r- 3)+ 1,
5=1

r-2

r-2

ACN
= TV/2- 1 + 2 Y 2' + Y ^? + 2 = (#/4)(3r - 5) + r + 2,
5=0

r-2

5=1

r-2

4 = tV/2- 1+ 2£(2S - \) + Y^r
5=0

= W4)(3r - 5) -r+ 2.

5=1

Consequently, the DFT(tV) of a real-valued sequence computed by our method
requires

M; = MCN+ MSN= (N/2)(r - 3) + 2 ,
ArN= ACN+ ASN= (/V/2)(3r - 5) + 4
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real multiplications and real additions, respectively. Further, by
N-\

N-\

xk= Y R-eixj)cos(2nkj/N) - Y Im(Xj)sm(27ikj/N)
7=0

7=1
jjtN/2

(N-\

N-\

Y^miXj)cos(2nkj/N)+
7=0

Y Re(Xj)sin(2nkj/N)
J=\
jftN/2

(k = 0,...,N-\),
the number of real operations of the DFT( N) of a complex-valued sequence is
given by

MN = 2MrN= N(r - 3) + 4,

AN = 2ÄN+ 2(N -2) = 3N(r - 1) + 4.

Compared with other DFT-algorithms, we conclude that our polynomial algorithm works with the same computational complexity as the algorithm in [15]
and the split-radix algorithm [3, 14].
6. Fast algorithm

for the DCT(3Ar)

The polynomial representations of the DCT(N), the cos-DFT(Ar), and the
sin-DFTiA7) in §§3 and 4 open new possibilities for the derivation of fast algorithms for these transforms for various lengths N by applying the CRT in
combination with the factorizations (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) of Chebyshev polynomials, or in combination with the factorization (2.11). The reductions of
polynomials of the form (3.2) or (4.8) modulo Chebyshev polynomials in such
algorithms can be performed only by (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10). In order to illustrate these general considerations, we suggest a new polynomial algorithm for

the DCT(3/V).
We consider the DCT(3yV) (N gN), i.e., for given
3N-1

X'=

E

XjTj

m0dT3N>

7=0

we have to evaluate

xk = X(z) mod(z - cos(n(2k + l)/6N))
By (2.5), T}N factors as

(k = 0, ... , 3tV- 1).

T3N= 4{TN-V3/2)TN(TN + y/3/2),
so that X mod TiN is completely determined by the residues X mod TN and
Xmod(TN ± 1/3/2). Considering that by (2.5) and (2.8)
T
12N = 2T2
Z-1 N - 1
' '

7^

= 27^.-/„_,,

T2N+j= i<

- 1)7}- 27V7„_,

(7 = 1, ... , TV- 1),

we obtain the following recursive algorithm.
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First, we calculate X mod TN by

(6.1)

X{0):=':£x?)Tj
7

7

= XmodTN

7=0

with

(0) ..

Í xo ~ X2N

1

\x- v7

for7 = 0,

-^2V-7
x2N_. - ■A'27V+7
x1N,,. for 7 = 1, ... , /V - 1.

Since by (2.3), 7A, has the roots cos(7r(2/c+ l)/2/V) = c s(«(2(3ik+l) + l)/6iV)
(/c = 0, ... , N - 1), we obtain
xik+x = X{0) mod(Tx -cos(n(2k+
Next, we form Xmod(TN ± \ß/2)

l)/2N))

(k = 0, ... , N - I).

as follows:

/v-i

(6.2)

X{[):= Y Xjl)Tj= *mod(7„ - VÏ/2)
7=0

with
(1) _ J A0 +
"•"x2N/2
A2JV
Xj .-

+ xN\ß/2

for7 = 0,

■j- x2N_j + 2x2N+j + \fï(xN+J - x3N_j)

for j = 1,...,

N - 1,

and
N-\

(6.3)

Xi2):= Y xTTj = Xmod(TN+ VÎ/2)
7=0

with
v(2) ._
Xj
.-

+ x2N/2-xNV3/2,
j •*0~rA2/v/
XJ - X2N-j + 2X2N+j - ^iXN+j

for 7 = 0,
- XiN-j)

for 7 = 1 , • •. , TV- 1 .

By (2.6), the zeros of TN- \H>/2 and of TN+ \fi>/2 are given by
{cos((7r/6 + 27i/i)/TV):/c = 0, ... , N-

1}

= {cos(7r(2(6/c)+ 1)/6tV) , cos(tt(2(6/c' + 5) + 1)/6tV) :

k = 0, ... ,M;k' = 0,... ,M'}
and by
{cos(5?r/6 + 2itk/N) :k = 0, ... , N -1}

= {cos(n(2(6k + 2)+ 1)/6tV), cos(n(2(6k' + 3) + 1)/6tV):
k = 0,...,M;k'
= 0,...,M'},
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respectively, where M := [tV/2] - 1 and M1 := [tV/2J - 1. Hence, we get by
(6.2) and (6.3) that

x6k = Xw mod(Tx-cos(n(l2k+l)/6N))

(k = 0,...,M),

x6k+5= X{l) mod(Tx-cos(n(l2k+ll)/6N))

(k = 0, ... , M'),

x6k+2= X{2) mod(Tx-cos(n(l2k

+ 5)/6N))

(k = 0,...,M),

x6k+3= X{2) mod(Tl-cos(n(\2k

+ 7)/6N))

(k = 0, ... , M').

As a result, we have decomposed the DCT(3tV) into the DCT(tV) given by

(6.1) and into the modified DCT(tV)'s determined by (6.2) and (6.3), with a
total of 2tV multiplications and 6tV - 2 additions. Obviously, using (2.6)
instead of (2.5), these modified DCT's can be handled similarly as the usual
DCT. We have only to change the transform factors in the multiplications.
We now combine this idea with the developments of the previous sections.
Let N = 2r (r>2). Then by (3.7) and (3.8), we can perform the DCT(3tV)
with

MiN = 3MN+ 2N = (N/2)(3r + 4),

Äw = 3Í„ + 6tV-2 = (N/2)(9r + 6)+\

real operations. Using the decompositions in §5 (see Figure 4), we obtain the
following computational complexity for the cos-DFT(3tV) and for the sin-

DFT(3tV):
r-2

M¡N= Msw= Y M,.? + 2 = (TV/4)(3r- 5) + 3,
5=0

r-2

A\N= 3tV/2-1 + 2^3-2*
5=0

r-2

+ YA~i-2*+ 8 = W4)(9r - 3) + r + 6,
5=0

r-2

r-2

AsiN= 3tV/2- 1+ 2 £(3 -2s - 1) + Y^-is +2 = W4)^
5=0

- 3) - r + 2.

5=0

Finally, we see that the DFT(3tV) requires

M[N = (7V/2)(3r- 5) + 6,

Mw = N(3r- 5) + 12

real multiplications and

A\N = (N/2)(9r - 3) + 8 ,

A}N= N(9r + 3) + 12

real additions. This coincides with the number of real operations for the computation of the DFT(3 • 2r) (r > 2) by combining the prime factor algorithm,

the split-radix algorithm and the Rader algorithm [1, 14].
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